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+447701067876

A comprehensive menu of Eden Ethiopian Coffee from Camden covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Eden Ethiopian Coffee:
came over the stall in camden when they visit london from Scotland. was served by a gentleman called thiago

and he could not be more helpful to advise me on milk alternatives as I am vegan. I ordered the mandel
cappuccino and it is the best I ever tasted was absolutely perfect! it's the best coffee I've ever had! when I visit
the next visit to london, I will certainly recommend that everyone visits gast camden or lon... read more. When

the weather conditions is nice you can also be served outside, and there is free WLAN. What nchammmer
doesn't like about Eden Ethiopian Coffee:

This is a coffee stall in the Camden market area they serve espresso, cappacino, americano, lattes, mochas and
hot chocolates. At between 2-3gbp per coffee its very reasonable. The coffees are freshly roasted and we

enjoyed them. Service is good. Highly recommended. read more. Eden Ethiopian Coffee from Camden is a cozy
café, where you can have a small snack or cake with a warm coffee or a sweet chocolate, The visitors of the
restaurant are also thrilled with the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant offers.
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Süße�
MUFFINS

Desser�
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Pop Tart�
BLUEBERRY

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO

Col� Beverage�
COLD COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

CARAMEL

BEANS

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

ESPRESSO

MOCHA

COFFEE

CAFE LATTE
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